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ABSTRACT 18	

 19	

Surface-attached microbial communities consist of different cell-types that, at least to some 20	

degree, organize themselves non-randomly across space (referred to as spatial self-21	

organization). While spatial self-organization can have important effects on the functioning, 22	

ecology, and evolution of communities, the underlying determinants of spatial self-23	

organization remain unclear. Here, we hypothesize that the presence of physical objects 24	

across a surface can have important effects on spatial self-organization. Using pairs of 25	

isogenic strains of Pseudomonas stutzeri, we performed range expansion experiments in the 26	

absence or presence of physical objects and quantified the effects on spatial self-27	

organization. We demonstrate that physical objects create local deformities along the 28	

expansion frontier, and these deformities increase in magnitude during range expansion. 29	

The deformities affect the densities of interspecific boundaries and diversity along the 30	

expansion frontier, and thus affect spatial self-organization, but the effects are interaction-31	

dependent. For competitive interactions that promote sectorized patterns of spatial self-32	

organization, physical objects increase the density of interspecific boundaries and diversity. 33	

In contrast, for cross-feeding interactions that promote dendritic patterns, they decrease the 34	

density of interspecific boundaries and diversity. These qualitatively different outcomes are 35	

likely caused by fundamental differences in the orientations of the interspecific boundaries. 36	

Thus, in order to predict the effects of physical objects on spatial self-organization, 37	

information is needed regarding the interactions present within a community and the 38	

general geometric shapes of spatial self-organization that emerge from those interactions.  39	



INTRODUCTION 40	

 41	

Surface-attached microbial communities are ubiquitous across our planet, contribute to all 42	

major biogeochemical processes, and have important roles in human health and disease [1-43	

5]. These communities expand across space (i.e., range expansion) as a consequence of 44	

growth and cell division (e.g., cell shoving) [6-9] and active cell motility [3, 10]. During range 45	

expansion, different cell-types arrange themselves non-randomly across space and form 46	

spatial patterns [11-25], which is referred to as spatial self-organization [26-31]. Importantly, 47	

these patterns can be important determinants of community-level properties. For example, 48	

they can determine community-level productivity [13, 21, 32-35], the metabolic processes 49	

performed by communities [34, 36-39], the resistance and/or resilience of communities to 50	

environmental perturbations [40-42], and the evolutionary processes acting on communities 51	

[14, 22, 43-46]. Identifying the determinants of spatial self-organization is therefore 52	

important for our basic understanding of the structure, functioning and evolution of 53	

microbial communities [47].   54	

 55	

One plausible determinant of spatial self-organization is the physical structure of the surface 56	

over which the microbial community expands [45, 48-52]. The majority of microbial range 57	

expansion studies have been conducted across smooth surfaces that lack physical objects 58	

[11-20, 22-26]. Yet, outside of controlled laboratory settings, physical objects are likely 59	

pervasive across surfaces. This then raises an important question: How do physical objects 60	

affect spatial self-organization? In other words, can we generalize results obtained with 61	

smooth surfaces to more complex surfaces that contain physical objects? 62	

 63	



To address this question, consider a simplified community consisting of two cell-types with 64	

equivalent fitness. If a liquid suspension of the community is inoculated as a droplet onto a 65	

smooth surface containing no physical objects, the shape of the expansion frontier is 66	

approximately uniform and circular (i.e., a circularity isoperimetric quotient [
!"#$%"&"#!
'×)×*#"* ] ≅ 1 67	

[53]) and can be described as the radius of curvature (RC) of the inoculation area (Fig. 1A). In 68	

contrast, if a liquid suspension of the community is inoculated as a droplet onto a surface 69	

containing physical objects, where the physical objects are smaller than the inoculation area 70	

but larger than individual cells, then these physical objects can create deformities along the 71	

expansion frontier [45, 50, 51] (Fig. 1B). These deformities could result from two processes. 72	

First, if the physical objects lie behind the expansion frontier, the objects could deform the 73	

expansion frontier as a consequence of liquid-surface interactions and create local regions 74	

with smaller RC (RSC) and inverted curvature (RIC) [51] (Fig. 1C). Second, if the physical objects 75	

lie ahead of the expansion frontier, the expansion frontier could eventually collide with the 76	

physical objects and deform the expansion frontier [50]. In both cases, the deformed 77	

expansion frontier would have a larger perimeter-to-area ratio and a shape that deviates 78	

from circular (i.e., a circularity isoperimetric quotient > 1) (Fig. 1B).  79	

 80	

Do these deformities along the expansion frontier affect spatial self-organization? 81	

Theoretical considerations and experimental investigations indicate that this is likely the 82	

case [45, 50, 51]. Consider again a simplified community consisting of two cell-types with 83	

equivalent fitness. As the community expands across space, the cell-types demix as a 84	

consequence of random sampling at the expansion frontier and the stochastic coalescence 85	

of interspecific boundaries [12, 14] (Fig. 1D). Theoretical considerations predict that the 86	

probability of stochastic boundary coalescence is negatively related to RC [51]. Importantly, 87	



if physical objects lie behind the expansion frontier, then they could create local regions of 88	

RSC (Fig. 1C). The consequence is a larger angle between neighboring interspecific boundaries 89	

and a reduced probability of stochastic boundary coalescence, and we therefore expect 90	

more interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion frontier [51] (Fig. 1E). In 91	

addition, the physical objects could also create local regions of RIC (Fig. 1C). The consequence 92	

is that neighboring interspecific boundaries would be oriented towards coalescence, and we 93	

therefore expect the deterioration of interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion 94	

frontier [51] (Fig. 1F). Finally, if physical objects lie ahead of the expansion frontier, the 95	

expansion frontier may eventually collide with those physical objects. The consequence is 96	

that some interspecific boundaries may become lost, and we therefore expect the 97	

deterioration of interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion frontier [50] (Fig. 1G). 98	

Thus, the presence of physical objects can impose a variety of positive and negative effects 99	

on interspecific mixing and diversity. 100	

 101	

Our objectives here were three-fold. First, we sought to experimentally test whether the 102	

presence of physical objects do indeed create deformities along the expansion frontier. 103	

Second, we wanted to determine what types of deformities (i.e., local regions of RSC [Fig. 1E], 104	

local regions of RIC [Fig. 1F], or collisions [Fig. 1G]) have the predominant effects on 105	

interspecific mixing, diversity, and spatial self-organization along the expansion frontier. 106	

Third, we wanted to test whether our results are generalizable to different types of 107	

microbial interactions that promote the formation of fundamentally different patterns of 108	

spatial self-organization. To achieve these objectives, we performed range expansion 109	

experiments with synthetic microbial communities consisting of pairs of isogenic mutant 110	

strains of the denitrifying bacterium Pseudomonas stutzeri A1501 (Fig. 2A). One pair consists 111	



of two strains that are genetically identical except that they express different fluorescent 112	

protein-encoding genes (referred to as complete reducers) [22, 54, 55] (Fig. 2A). When 113	

grown together in the absence of oxygen and with an exogenous supply of nitrate (NO3-) as 114	

the growth-limiting substrate, they have equivalent fitness and can completely reduce 115	

nitrate to dinitrogen gas (Fig. 2A). They therefore engage in a competitive interaction for 116	

nitrogen oxides [22, 54, 55]. The other pair consists of two strains that differ in their ability 117	

to reduce nitrogen oxides [22, 54, 56] (Fig. 2A). One strain contains a loss-of-function 118	

mutation in the nirS gene and can reduce nitrate but not nitrite (NO2-) (referred to as the 119	

producer) while the other strain contains a loss-of-function mutation in the narG gene and 120	

can reduce nitrite but not nitrate (referred to as the consumer) [22, 54, 56] (Fig. 2A). When 121	

grown together in the absence of oxygen and with an exogenous supply of nitrate as the 122	

growth-limiting substrate, the producer supports its growth via the reduction of nitrate to 123	

nitrite while the consumer supports its growth via the reduction of nitrite. They therefore 124	

engage in a nitrite cross-feeding interaction [22, 25, 54, 56]. Importantly, the two 125	

communities form fundamentally different patterns of spatial self-organization during range 126	

expansion (Figs. 2B and C). Namely, pairs of complete reducers (competitive interaction) 127	

form segregated or sectorized patterns where the interspecific boundaries are oriented 128	

approximately parallel to the axis of range expansion [22, 25] (Fig. 2B). In contrast, pairs of 129	

producer and consumer (nitrite cross-feeding interaction) form dendritic patterns where the 130	

dendrites originate from single points in the inoculation area and increase in width during 131	

range expansion, thus resulting in interspecific boundaries that are not oriented parallel to 132	

the axis of range expansion [22, 25] (Fig. 2C).  133	

  134	



To address our main questions, we performed range expansion experiments in the presence 135	

or absence of physical objects for both pairs of complete reducers (competitive interaction) 136	

and for pairs of producer and consumer (nitrite cross-feeding interaction). We selected 137	

Nafion particles with a size distribution of 35-60 µm as physical objects, which is smaller 138	

than the size of the inoculation area [22, 25] but larger than the size of individual cells. 139	

Nafion particles are composed of a transparent and inert fluorocarbon polymer that is 140	

amenable to microscopic interrogation and have been successfully applied in other studies 141	

to create synthetic porous media [57-59]. While we could have used other particles as 142	

physical objects, such as spherical beads with precisely defined geometries, we selected 143	

Nafion particles due to their ability to mimic natural soils [57, 58]. After allowing the 144	

communities to expand, we then quantitatively compared how the presence of physical 145	

objects affect interspecific mixing, diversity, and spatial self-organization along the 146	

expansion frontier. 147	

 148	

MATERIALS AND METHODS 149	

 150	

Experimental model system. We described all of the strains used in this study in detail 151	

elsewhere [22, 54, 55]. For this study, our experimental model system is composed of four 152	

isogenic mutant strains of the bacterium Pseudomonas stutzeri A1501 (Fig. 2 and 153	

Supplementary Table S1). Briefly, the two complete reducers do not carry any disruptions in 154	

the denitrification pathway and can completely reduce nitrate (NO3-) to nitrite (NO2-), nitric 155	

oxide (NO), nitrous oxide (N2O) and finally to dinitrogen gas (N2) (Fig. 2 and Supplementary 156	

Table S1). In contrast, the producer carries a single loss-of-function deletion in the nirS gene 157	

and can reduce nitrate but not nitrite (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table S1) while the 158	



consumer carries a single loss-of-function deletion in the narG gene and can reduce nitrite 159	

but not nitrate (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table S1). Importantly, the two complete 160	

reducers, producer and consumer are all isogenic mutants of each other that differ at only 161	

single genetic loci [22, 54, 55], thus minimizing any potential confounding factors that could 162	

arise when using more distantly related strains. We reported complete descriptions for the 163	

deletion of the narG and nirS genes elsewhere [54]. 164	

 165	

In addition to the genetic changes described above, each strain contains two additional 166	

genetic changes. First, all of the strains contain a single loss-of-function deletion in the comA 167	

gene [54] (Supplementary Table S1). This minimizes the probability that the strains will take 168	

up extracellular DNA [60], and thus minimizes the probability that they will recombine with 169	

each other when grown together. Second, each strain contains either the IPTG-inducible 170	

green fluorescent protein-encoding egfp gene or the cyan fluorescent protein-encoding ecfp 171	

gene (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table S1), which enables us to distinguish and quantify the 172	

abundances of each strain when grown together [22, 25, 56]. We reported complete 173	

descriptions for the deletion of the comA gene and the introduction of the fluorescent 174	

protein-encoding genes elsewhere [22, 54, 55]. We previously reported that there are no 175	

observable differential costs for expressing different fluorescent protein-encoding genes for 176	

our isolates [55]. 177	

 178	

Range expansion experiments. We performed anaerobic range expansion experiments as 179	

described in detail elsewhere [22, 25], which is a modified version a protocol developed for 180	

aerobic range expansions [12]. Briefly, we first grew the two complete reducers, producer, 181	

and consumer independently in aerobic lysogeny broth (LB) medium overnight in a shaking 182	



incubator at 37°C at 220 rpm. After reaching stationary phase, we adjusted the densities of 183	

each culture to an optical density at 600 nm of one (OD600), centrifuged the cultures at 3600 184	

x g for eight minutes at room temperature, discarded the supernatants, and suspended the 185	

cells in 1000 µl of 0.9% (w/v) saline solution. We then transferred the cultures into a glove 186	

box (Coy Laboratory Products, Grass Lake, MI) containing a nitrogen (N2):hydrogen (H2) 187	

(97:3) anaerobic atmosphere, mixed the two complete reducers together or the producer 188	

and consumer together at a volumetric ratio of 1:1, and deposited 1 µl of each mixture onto 189	

the center of a separate anaerobic LB agar plate amended with 1 mM of sodium nitrate 190	

(NaNO3) and adjusted to pH 7.5 with 0.5 M NaOH. Because the complete reducers, producer 191	

and consumer are all isogenic mutants of each other and have identical optical properties, a 192	

volumetric ratio of 1:1 is equivalent to a cell number ratio of 1:1. We provided a complete 193	

description for the preparation of anaerobic LB agar plates elsewhere [22]. 194	

 195	

To assess the effects of physical objects on interspecific mixing, diversity, and spatial self-196	

organization, we used Nafion particles with a size range of 35-60 µm (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, 197	

Switzerland). Briefly, after we inoculated the anaerobic LB agar plates with pairs of complete 198	

reducers or pairs of producer and consumer, we incubated the plates for 48 h. This allowed 199	

for the suspension liquid from the inoculum to dissipate and for individual cells to attach to 200	

the LB agar surface. After 48 hours, we then deposited approximately 5 mg of dry Nafion 201	

particles (i.e., the particles were not suspended in solution) to the inoculation area of each 202	

plate that was assigned to the physical object treatment group and continued to incubate 203	

the plates for a total of two weeks. We note here that the growth-limiting substrate is 204	

nitrate (NO3-) for all of our experiments, which we exogenously added to the LB agar that 205	



resides below the Nafion particles. We therefore do not expect the Nafion particles, which 206	

reside on top of the LB agar, to constrain the diffusional supply of nitrate. 207	

 208	

Microscopy and image analysis. We imaged the range expansions with a Leica TCS SP5 II 209	

confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) as described in detail 210	

elsewhere [22, 25]. Briefly, prior to imaging the range expansions, we exposed the LB agar 211	

plates to ambient air for 1 h to induce maturation of the fluorescent proteins [22, 25]. We 212	

then quantified the circularity of the range expansion area using the circularity isoperimetric 213	

quotient (
!"#$%"&"#!
'×)×*#"* ) [53]. We next quantified the number of interspecific boundaries 214	

between two complete reducers or between the producer and consumer by first plotting a 215	

line at 50 pixels from the leading edge of the range expansion area. We set this distance to 216	

avoid possible microscopy artefacts that could emerge due to uneven illumination at the 217	

expansion frontier. We then measured the number of color transitions along the internal 218	

end-joined line, where the number of color transitions are equivalent to the number of 219	

interspecific boundaries along the line. We note here that these measures are inherently 220	

one-dimensional in nature. The advantage of this approach is that we do not have to 221	

discriminate between the inoculation and expansion areas, which is technically difficult. The 222	

disadvantage, however, is that we cannot measure the number of boundary coalescence 223	

events, which would require discriminating between the inoculation and expansion areas 224	

and applying two-dimensional methodologies. Finally, we quantified the fractal dimension of 225	

the dendrites formed by the producer and consumer using the fractal box-counting method 226	

as described in detail elsewhere [22]. 227	

 228	



Statistical analysis. We used parametric methods for all of our statistical tests and 229	

considered a P-value < 0.05 to be statistically significant. We reported the type of statistical 230	

test, the sample size for each test, and the exact P-value for each test in the results section.  231	

 232	

RESULTS 233	

 234	

Physical objects create deformities along the expansion frontier. We first tested whether 235	

the addition of physical objects to a surface creates immediate deformities along an 236	

expansion frontier. To accomplish this, we assembled pairs of complete reducers together 237	

(1:1 initial cell number ratio) and deposited them onto separate replicated LB agar plates (n 238	

= 18). We then added Nafion particles as physical objects to half the plates, immediately 239	

interrogated the expansion frontier via microscopy, and quantified the immediate effects of 240	

physical objects on the shape of the expansion frontier. 241	

 242	

We found that the addition of physical objects immediately created deformities along the 243	

expansion frontier. In the absence of physical objects, the expansion frontier slightly 244	

deviated from circular (Fig. 3A) with a mean circularity isoperimetric quotient among 245	

independent replicates of 1.14 (SD = 0.081, n = 9) (Fig. 3D). In the presence of physical 246	

objects, in contrast, the expansion frontier strongly deviated from circular (Fig. 3B) with a 247	

mean circularity isoperimetric quotient among independent replicates of 3.22 (SD = 0.96, n = 248	

9) (Fig. 3E). Overall, the addition of physical objects significantly increased the circularity 249	

isoperimetric quotient by nearly three-fold when compared to the absence of physical 250	

objects (two-sample two-sided t-test; P = 3 x 10-5, n = 9), indicating a significant increase in 251	

the perimeter-to-area ratio. Moreover, the presence of physical objects clearly created 252	



deformities along the expansion frontier that included both local regions of RSC and RIC (Fig. 253	

3C). Thus, adding physical objects to the surface does indeed immediately create deformities 254	

along the expansion frontier.  255	

 256	

We next tested whether deformities created immediately after the addition of physical 257	

objects persist as the communities expand across space. To accomplish this, we allowed 258	

pairs of complete reducers (1:1 initial cell number ratio) (n = 3 without and with physical 259	

objects) or pairs of producer and consumer (1:1 initial cell number ratio) (n = 9 without and 260	

with physical objects) to expand for two weeks, interrogated the expansion frontier via 261	

microscopy, and quantified the shape of the expansion frontier. In the absence of physical 262	

objects, the expansion frontier continued to slightly deviate from circular (Fig. 4A) with a 263	

mean circularity isoperimetric quotient among independent replicates of 1.45 (SD = 0.15, n = 264	

12) (Fig. 4C). In the presence of physical objects, in contrast, the expansion frontier strongly 265	

deviated from circular (Fig. 4B) with a mean circularity isoperimetric quotient among 266	

independent replicates of 8.04 (SD = 3.3, n = 12) (Fig. 4D). This latter value is significantly 267	

greater than the value observed immediately after the addition of physical objects (two-268	

sample two-sided t-test; P = 0.001, n1 = 12, n2 = 9) (Fig. 3D). Overall, after two weeks of 269	

range expansion in the presence of physical objects, the circularity isoperimetric quotient 270	

significantly increased by more than five-fold when compared to range expansion in the 271	

absence of physical objects (two-sample two-sided t-test; P = 9 x 10-7, n = 12). Thus, the 272	

deformities created immediately after the addition of physical objects not only persist after 273	

the onset of range expansion, but also increase in magnitude during range expansion.  274	

 275	



Effect of deformities on the general geometric shapes of spatial self-organization. We next 276	

tested whether the addition of physical objects affects the general geometric shapes of 277	

spatial self-organization that form as the communities expand across space. To accomplish 278	

this, we analyzed the geometric shapes of spatial self-organization that emerged after two 279	

weeks of range expansion using the same images obtained from the previously described 280	

experiment. Because we deposited physical objects both behind and in front of the initial 281	

expansion frontier (Fig. 3B) and allowed the communities to expand across space, 282	

deformities would be created that consist of local regions of RSC (Fig. 1E) and RIC (Fig. 1F) and 283	

by collisions with physical objects (Fig. 1G). 284	

 285	

We first tested whether the deformities created by physical objects affect the general 286	

geometric shapes of spatial self-organization formed by pairs of complete reducers (1:1 287	

initial cell number ratio) (n = 3 without and with physical objects). In the absence of physical 288	

objects, the two complete reducers rapidly segregated into sectors as they expanded and 289	

formed interspecific boundaries oriented approximately parallel to the axis of range 290	

expansion (Figs. 5A and 5B). This is consistent with our previously reported observations [22, 291	

25] and with observations from similar experiments conducted with pairs of cell-types that 292	

have equivalent fitness [12, 14]. Moreover, the interspecific boundaries underwent 293	

occasional stochastic boundary coalescence during range expansion (Fig. 5B, white arrows), 294	

indicating an increase in sector width and a reduction in interspecific mixing and diversity 295	

along the expansion frontier. In the presence of physical objects, the two complete reducers 296	

again rapidly segregated into sectors as they expanded and formed interspecific boundaries 297	

oriented approximately parallel to the axis of range expansion (Figs. 5C and 5D). As in the 298	

absence of physical objects, the interspecific boundaries also underwent occasional 299	



stochastic boundary coalescence during range expansion (Fig. 5D, white arrows), again 300	

indicating an increase in sector width and a reduction in interspecific mixing and diversity 301	

along the expansion frontier. Importantly, the geometric shapes of the sectors and 302	

interspecific boundaries were qualitatively similar regardless of whether physical objects 303	

were not or were present (Figs. 5B and 5D). Thus, deformities along the expansion frontier 304	

do not qualitatively affect the general geometric shapes of spatial self-organization formed 305	

by pairs of complete reducers. 306	

 307	

We next tested whether the deformities created by physical objects affect the general 308	

geometric shapes of spatial self-organization formed by pairs of producer and consumer (1:1 309	

initial cell number ratio) (n = 9 without and with physical objects). In the absence of physical 310	

objects, the producer and consumer did not form sectors but instead formed dendrites of 311	

the consumer that protruded into the producer (Figs. 5E and 5F), which is consistent with 312	

our previously reported observations [22, 25]. These dendrites tend to originate from single 313	

points in the inoculation area, increase in width during range expansion, and have 314	

interspecific boundaries that are not oriented parallel to the axis of range expansion (Fig. 315	

5F), which are again features consistent with our previously reported observations [22, 25]. 316	

The dendrites display a fractal-like property with a mean fractal dimension among 317	

independent replicates of 1.73 (SD = 0.034, n = 9) (Fig. 6A), which is statistically 318	

indistinguishable from the fractal dimension for the dendrites described in our previous 319	

investigation with the same experimental system [22]. In the presence of physical objects, 320	

the producer and consumer again rapidly formed dendrites as they expanded (Fig. 5G and 321	

5H). Moreover, the mean fractal dimension of the dendrites formed in the presence of 322	

physical objects was 1.72 (SD = 0.024, n = 9) (Fig. 6B) and was statistically indistinguishable 323	



from the mean fractal dimension measured in the absence of physical objects (two-sample 324	

two-sided t-test; P = 0.33, n = 9) (Fig. 6). Thus, as with the general geometric shapes of 325	

spatial self-organization formed by pairs of complete reducers, deformities along the 326	

expansion frontier also do not affect the general geometric shapes of spatial self-327	

organization formed by pairs of producer and consumer.  328	

 329	

Effect of deformities on the density of interspecific boundaries. We next tested whether 330	

deformities created by physical objects affect the density of interspecific boundaries at the 331	

expansion frontier. The density of interspecific boundaries provides a measure of 332	

interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion frontier. We chose to measure the 333	

density of interspecific boundaries rather than the absolute number of interspecific 334	

boundaries because the length of the expansion frontier dramatically increases in response 335	

to Nafion particles (Figs. 3 and 4). Thus, if we were to use the absolute number of 336	

interspecific boundaries, we would expect our experiments with Nafion particles to have 337	

more interspecific boundaries simply because of the longer expansion frontier. To achieve 338	

our objective, we first measured the numbers of interspecific boundaries after two weeks of 339	

range expansion using the same images obtained from the previously described experiment, 340	

all of which were conducted with pairs of complete reducers (1:1 initial cell number ratio) (n 341	

= 3 without and with physical objects) or with pairs of producer and consumer (1:1 initial cell 342	

number ratio) (n = 9 without and with physical objects). We then quantified the mean 343	

density of interspecific boundaries among independent replicates. 344	

 345	

We first tested whether deformities created by physical objects affect the density of 346	

interspecific boundaries formed by pairs of complete reducers along the expansion frontier. 347	



We found that, in the absence of physical objects, the mean density of interspecific 348	

boundaries was 0.0073 boundaries per µm (SD = 0.0016, n = 3) (Fig. 7A). In the presence of 349	

physical objects, the mean density of interspecific boundaries was 0.0258 boundaries per 350	

µm (SD = 0.0086, n = 3) (Fig. 7B). Overall, we observed a significantly larger mean density of 351	

interspecific boundaries in the presence of physical objects than in the absence of physical 352	

objects (two-sample two-sided t-test; P = 0.021, n = 3) (Fig. 7). The theoretical 353	

considerations that we outlined in Fig. 1 predict that local regions RSC should increase the 354	

density of interspecific boundaries along the expansion frontier (Fig. 1E) while local regions 355	

of RIC and particle collisions should both decrease the density of interspecific boundaries 356	

along the expansion frontier (Figs. 1F and 1G). Thus, because we experimentally observed 357	

that physical objects increase the density of interspecific boundaries along the expansion 358	

frontier, our results indicate that local regions of RSC likely have the dominant effect while 359	

local regions of RIC and collisions with physical objects likely have small effects on 360	

interspecific mixing, diversity, and spatial self-organization for pairs of complete reducers. 361	

 362	

One alternative explanation for why physical objects might affect the density of interspecific 363	

boundaries for pairs of complete reducers (competitive interaction) along the expansion 364	

frontier is that physical objects also affect the initial cell density along the expansion 365	

frontier. Briefly, we used the same number of cells for experiments conducted without and 366	

with physical objects. The addition of physical objects, however, increased the length of the 367	

expansion frontier (i.e., physical objects increased the circularity isoperimetric quotient [Fig. 368	

3]). The initial cell density along the expansion frontier would therefore have been smaller, 369	

as the same number of cells were distributed along a longer length of frontier. The smaller 370	

initial cell density along the expansion frontier should have either no effect on [12] or result 371	



in a smaller number of interspecific boundaries [19]. However, we observed the opposite 372	

outcome, where physical objects increased rather than decreased the density of sectors 373	

along the expansion frontier. Thus, the effect of physical objects on the length of the 374	

expansion frontier, and thus on the initial cell density along the expansion frontier, cannot 375	

explain our results for pairs of complete reducers. 376	

 377	

We finally tested whether deformities created by physical objects affect the density of 378	

interspecific boundaries formed by pairs of producer and consumer along the expansion 379	

frontier. We found that, in the absence of physical objects, the mean density of interspecific 380	

boundaries was 0.208 boundaries per µm (SD = 0.050, n = 9) (Fig. 8A). In the presence of 381	

physical objects, the mean density of interspecific boundaries was 0.103 boundaries per µm 382	

(SD = 0.024, n = 9) (Fig. 8B). Overall, we observed a significantly smaller mean density of 383	

interspecific boundaries in the presence of physical objects than in the absence of physical 384	

objects (two-sample two-sided t-test; P = 3 x 10-5, n = 9) (Fig. 8), which is qualitatively 385	

opposite to what we observed for pairs of complete reducers (Fig. 7). Again, the theoretical 386	

considerations that we outlined in Fig. 1 predict that local regions RSC should increase the 387	

density of interspecific boundaries along the expansion frontier (Fig. 1E) while local regions 388	

of RIC and particle collisions should both decrease the density of interspecific boundaries 389	

along the expansion frontier (Fig. 1F and 1G). Thus, because we experimentally observed 390	

that physical objects decrease the density of interspecific boundaries along the expansion 391	

frontier, our results indicate that local regions of RSC have relatively small effects while local 392	

regions of RIC and/or collisions with physical objects likely have the dominant effects on 393	

interspecific mixing, diversity, and spatial self-organization for pairs of producer and 394	

consumer. 395	



 396	

DISCUSSION 397	

 398	

We show here that physical objects can have important effects on the interspecific mixing, 399	

diversity, and spatial self-organization of microbial communities. Perhaps surprisingly, the 400	

effects of physical objects on the density of interspecific boundaries depends on the type of 401	

interaction that occurs between the resident cell-types. Competitive interactions that 402	

promote segregation and the formation of sectors with interspecific boundaries oriented 403	

approximately parallel to the axis of range expansion are positively affected by physical 404	

objects, where physical objects result in increased numbers of interspecific boundaries (Fig. 405	

7). Conversely, cross-feeding interactions that promote the formation of dendrites with 406	

interspecific boundaries not oriented parallel to the axis of range expansion are negatively 407	

affected by physical objects, where physical objects result in decreased numbers of 408	

interspecific boundaries (Fig. 8). Thus, in order to make even qualitative predictions 409	

regarding the effects of physical objects on interspecific mixing, one needs information 410	

regarding the interactions that are present within a community and the general geometric 411	

shapes of spatial self-organization likely to emerge from those interactions. 412	

 413	

Why do physical objects have interaction-dependent effects on interspecific mixing within 414	

microbial communities? One plausible explanation is that different interactions result in 415	

different orientations of the interspecific boundaries [22, 25]. Consider local regions of RSC 416	

formed by physical objects (Fig. 1E). We expect these local regions to have potentially 417	

profound effects at preventing or delaying the coalescence of interspecific boundaries 418	

formed by competitive interactions. Briefly, when the competing cell-types have equivalent 419	



fitness, sectors form and the boundaries are oriented approximately parallel to the axis of 420	

range expansion [12, 14] (Figs. 2 and 5). Stochastic processes then act on the boundaries 421	

resulting in a random walk-like behavior [12, 14]. Given sufficient time, this random walk-like 422	

behavior can result in the stochastic coalescence of neighboring boundaries [12, 14] (Fig. 5). 423	

Local regions of RSC increase the angle between these neighboring boundaries (Fig. 1E), 424	

which would decrease the probability of stochastic boundary coalescence [51]. In contrast, 425	

we expect local regions of RSC to have relatively small effects at preventing the coalescence 426	

of the interspecific boundaries formed by cross-feeding interactions. Cross-feeding 427	

interactions promote the formation of dendrites that do not have boundaries oriented 428	

parallel to the axis of range expansion. Instead, the boundaries diverge from each other as 429	

the dendrites expand across space [22, 25] (Figs. 2 and 5). Because the boundaries are not 430	

oriented parallel to the axis of range expansion, a subset of the neighboring boundaries will 431	

inevitably be oriented towards coalescence regardless of the radius of curvature of the 432	

expansion frontier. Thus, interactions that form interspecific boundaries oriented parallel to 433	

the axis of range expansion will be more affected by local regions of RSC than interactions 434	

that form interspecific boundaries not oriented parallel to the axis of range expansion, thus 435	

providing an explanation for why local regions of RSC have larger effects for pairs of complete 436	

reducers (competitive interaction) than for pairs of producer and consumer (nitrite cross-437	

feeding interaction). 438	

 439	

Similar arguments can be made for local regions of RIC formed by physical objects (Fig. 1F). 440	

We expect these local regions to have smaller effects at promoting the coalescence of 441	

interspecific boundaries formed by competitive interactions than those formed by nitrite 442	

cross-feeding interactions. As discussed above, the boundaries formed by competitive 443	



interactions are oriented approximately parallel to the axis of range expansion [12, 14] (Figs. 444	

2 and 5), and local regions of RIC will inevitably orient them towards coalescence (Fig. 1F). 445	

However, it will take a relatively long period of time for coalescence to occur, as they 446	

nevertheless remain oriented parallel to the axis of range expansion. In contrast, the 447	

boundaries formed by nitrite cross-feeding interactions are not oriented parallel to the axis 448	

of range expansion [22, 25] (Figs. 2 and 5), and a subset of the neighboring boundaries will 449	

inevitably be oriented towards coalescence regardless of whether they occur within a local 450	

region of RIC or not. If they are located within a local region of RIC, these neighboring 451	

boundaries will be oriented even more sharply towards coalescence, thus resulting in a 452	

relatively short period of time for coalescence to occur. Thus, interactions that form 453	

interspecific boundaries oriented parallel to the axis of range expansion will be less affected 454	

by local regions of RIC than interactions that form interspecific boundaries not oriented 455	

parallel to the axis of range expansion, thus providing another explanation for why local 456	

regions of RSC have smaller effects for pairs of complete reducers (competitive interaction) 457	

than for pairs of producer and consumer (nitrite cross-feeding interaction). 458	

 459	

What can our results tell us about the maintenance of diversity within microbial 460	

communities? We used the number of interspecific boundaries as a measure of diversity. 461	

Briefly, the number of interspecific boundaries is a proxy measure for how many individuals 462	

migrated out of the inoculation area and contributed to range expansion [12, 14]. If genetic 463	

heterogeneity occurs within populations, then more of that genetic heterogeneity will be 464	

maintained during range expansion as the number of interspecific boundaries increases. 465	

Thus, because physical objects affect the number of interspecific boundaries, physical 466	

objects also affect the diversity of microbial communities. Physical objects may therefore 467	



not only be an important determinant of spatial self-organization, but also be an important 468	

determinant of the diversity of spatially structured microbial communities. 469	

 470	

Under what environmental conditions do we expect the presence of physical objects to have 471	

effects? We can address this question by considering what types of interactions are likely to 472	

occur under different environmental conditions. In our case, we investigated a linear 473	

metabolic pathway (e.g. denitrification) where a competitive interaction occurs between 474	

completely denitrifying strains while a cross-feeding interaction occurs between partially 475	

denitrifying strains. Importantly, previous theoretical studies predict that low substrate 476	

supply selects for completely consuming strains (and thus competitive interactions) while 477	

high substrate supply selects for partially consuming strains (and thus cross-feeding 478	

interactions) [61, 62]. Combined with these theoretical studies, our results therefore lead to 479	

the following prediction. In environments with low substrate supply, we expect competitive 480	

interactions to predominate. The presence of physical objects would then increase 481	

interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion frontier. In contrast, in environments 482	

with high substrate supply, we expect cross-feeding interactions to predominate. The 483	

presence of physical objects would then decrease interspecific mixing and diversity along the 484	

expansion frontier. Importantly, this prediction is experimentally testable and generalizable 485	

across a wide variety of metabolic processes, environments, and microbial communities. 486	
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FIGURE LEGENDS 647	

 648	

Figure 1. Effect of physical objects on spatial self-organization. A) In the absence of physical 649	

objects, the initial expansion frontier is approximately uniform and has a circularity 650	

isoperimetric quotient approximately equal to one. B) In the presence of physical objects 651	

(grey circles), the initial expansion frontier contains local deformities, deviates from circular, 652	

and has a circularity isoperimetric quotient greater than one. C) Magnification of deformities 653	

along the initial expansion frontier produced by the addition of physical objects (grey 654	

circles). The deformities consist of local regions of small RC (RSC) and inverted curvature (RIC). 655	

D) At local regions of large RC, the angle between neighboring interspecific boundaries is 656	

relatively small, which increases the probability of stochastic boundary coalescence and 657	

decreases interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion frontier. E) At local regions 658	

of small RC (RSC), the angle between neighboring interspecific boundaries is relatively large, 659	

which decreases the probability of stochastic boundary coalescence and increases 660	

interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion frontier. F) At local regions of inverted 661	

curvature (RIC), neighboring interspecific boundaries are oriented towards coalescence, 662	

which decreases interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion frontier. G) Collision 663	

of an expansion frontier into a physical object. If the physical object is larger than the length-664	

scale of spatial self-organization, then the collision causes some interspecific boundaries to 665	

become lost and decreases interspecific mixing and diversity along the expansion frontier.  666	

 667	

Figure 2. Experimental model system used in this study. A) Our experimental model system 668	

is composed of four isogenic mutant strains of P. stutzeri. The two complete reducer strains 669	

are genetically identical except that they express either the cyan fluorescent protein-670	



encoding ecfp gene or the green fluorescence protein-encoding egfp gene. The producer 671	

contains a loss-of-function mutation in the nirS gene and can reduce nitrate (NO3-) but not 672	

nitrite (NO2-). The consumer contains a loss-of-function mutation in the narG gene and can 673	

reduce nitrite but not nitrate. In addition, the producer expresses the cyan fluorescence 674	

protein-encoding ecpf gene while the consumer expresses the green fluorescence protein-675	

encoding egfp gene. When the two complete reducer strains are grown together with 676	

nitrate as the growth-limiting substrate, they have equivalent fitness and engage in a 677	

competitive interaction for nitrogen oxides. When the producer and consumer are grown 678	

together with nitrate as the growth-limiting substrate, they engage in a nitrite cross-feeding 679	

interaction. Thick arrows indicate the nitrogen oxides that can be reduced by each strain. 680	

Definitions: Nar, nitrate reductase; Nir, nitrite reductase; Nor, nitric oxide reductase; Nos, 681	

nitrous oxide reductase. B) Pattern of spatial self-organization formed by pairs of complete 682	

reducers (1:1 initial cell number ratio) after two weeks of range expansion. One complete 683	

reducer carried the cyan fluorescent protein-encoding ecfp gene (shown in magenta) while 684	

the other carried the green fluorescent protein-encoding egfp gene (shown in green). C) 685	

Pattern of spatial self-organization formed by pairs of producer and consumer (1:1 initial cell 686	

number ratio) after two weeks of range expansion. The producer carried the cyan 687	

fluorescent protein-encoding ecfp gene (shown in magenta) while the consumer carried the 688	

green fluorescent protein encoding egfp gene (shown in green). The scale bars are 689	

equivalent to 1000 µm. 690	

 691	

Figure 3. Circularity of the expansion frontier immediately after the addition of physical 692	

objects. Patterns of spatial self-organization formed by pairs of complete reducers (1:1 initial 693	

cell number ratio) (competitive interaction) A) in the absence of physical objects or B) 694	



immediately after the addition of physical objects. One complete reducer carried the cyan 695	

fluorescent protein-encoding ecfp gene (shown in magenta) while the other carried the 696	

green fluorescent protein-encoding egfp gene (shown in green). The scale bars are 697	

equivalent to 1000 µm. The circularity isoperimetric quotients for range expansions C) in the 698	

absence of physical objects or D) immediately after the addition of physical objects.  699	

 700	

Figure 4. Circularity of the expansion frontier after two weeks of range expansion in the 701	

absence or presence of physical objects. Patterns of spatial self-organization formed by 702	

pairs of complete reducers (1:1 initial cell number ratio) (competitive interaction) after two 703	

weeks of range expansion A) in the absence of physical objects or B) in the presence of 704	

physical objects. One complete reducer carried the cyan fluorescent protein-encoding ecfp 705	

gene (shown in magenta) while the other carried the green fluorescent protein-encoding 706	

egfp gene (shown in green). The scale bars are equivalent to 1000 µm. The circularity 707	

isoperimetric quotients for range expansions of pairs of complete reducers (n = 3) and pairs 708	

of producer and consumer (1:1 initial cell number ratio) (nitrite cross-feeding interaction) (n 709	

= 9) C) in the absence of physical objects or D) immediately after the addition of physical 710	

objects.  711	

 712	

Figure 5. Effect of physical objects on the general geometric shapes of spatial self-713	

organization. Patterns of spatial self-organization formed by pairs of complete reducers (1:1 714	

initial cell number ratio) (competitive interactions) after two weeks of range expansion A-B) 715	

in the absence of physical objects or C-D) in the presence of physical objects. One complete 716	

reducer carried the cyan fluorescent protein-encoding ecfp gene (shown in magenta) while 717	

the other carried the green fluorescent protein-encoding egfp gene (shown in green). Panels 718	



B and D are magnifications of panels A and C, respectively. Patterns of spatial self-719	

organization formed by pairs of producer and consumer (1:1 initial cell number ratio) (nitrite 720	

cross-feeding interaction) after two weeks of range expansion E-F) in the absence of physical 721	

objects or G-H) in the presence of physical objects. The producer carried the cyan 722	

fluorescent protein-encoding ecfp gene (shown in magenta) while the consumer carried the 723	

green fluorescent protein-encoding egfp gene (shown in green). Panels F and H are 724	

magnifications of panels E and G, respectively. All scale bars are equivalent to 1000 µm. 725	

White arrows indicate events of stochastic boundary coalescence. 726	

 727	

Figure 6. Fractal dimension of dendrites in the absence or presence of physical objects. The 728	

fractal dimension for pairs of producer and consumer (1:1 initial cell number ratio) (nitrite 729	

cross-feeding interaction) after two weeks of range expansion A) in the absence of physical 730	

objects or B) in the presence of physical objects. The fractal dimension was measured using 731	

the fractal box counting method. 732	

 733	

Figure 7. Density of interspecific boundaries for pairs of complete reducers (1:1 initial cell 734	

number ratio) (competitive interaction) in the absence or presence of physical objects. The 735	

density of interspecific boundaries is the number of boundaries per µM of expansion frontier 736	

after two weeks of range expansion. Densities are for range expansions A) in the absence of 737	

physical objects or B) in the presence of physical objects. 738	

 739	

Figure 8. Density of interspecific boundaries for pairs of producer and consumer (1:1 initial 740	

cell number ratio) (nitrite cross-feeding interaction) in the absence or presence of physical 741	

objects. The density of interspecific boundaries is the number of boundaries per µM of 742	



expansion frontier after two weeks of range expansion. Densities are for range expansions 743	

A) in the absence of physical objects or B) in the presence of physical objects. 744	
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